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ABSTRACT

The prediction of F'2 is an important aspect

for vowel perception. Several prediction models have

been proposed in the recent years. In these studies,

relationships with the Center of Gravity (in
particular with broad band integration) are
important. In this paper we propose a new approach

for the prediction of F'2 by means of measures of
Slnfilarity and/or dissinfilarity. Several algorithms
have been tried including an integration by a
critical distance dynamic programming (GDP) and a
critical distance transformation (CDT). The
evaluation tests are carried out with two kinds of
data: v0wels formants frequencies and synthetic
vowels. The results show that the CDT with a simple
euclidean distance give good results. This
transfonmation could retain the phonetic qualities
of a sound and give us a good spectral
representation for a speech recognition system.

' INTRODUCTION

Previous works have underlined t 'wo interestin
phenonenons: center of gravity of spectral peaks an:
the F'2 of vowels /1—4/. -

The center of gravit '(CG) f0
is the rough estimate by listeners“; attwctegirmggi’
F1 and F2 with one formant Fv. In short a list 3
hears a first sound made up by F1 and F2 then hen?”
asked to vary the Fv frequency of a second soun: ¥s
order to find the "best" Fv.’ If the gap betwe 1n
and F2 is less than 3.5 Barks (so called cr'zr'1 F1
distance) the listener adjusts Fv between F1 :ndc:2
(near the center of gravity) else F1 0 ‘
as the best value for Fv. ’ r F2 ls found

With F'2 the principle is ' '. similar but
first sound is made up by four formants F1 F2 F3t::
and the second sound by two formants F1,Fv. The b,
Fv is called F"2 (effective second formant) est

We. found that it is hard '. . to Simulat
these experiments with a machine "operator" ;:s:°th
of a .1istener. It is the aim of this a ead
describe the machine operators we used p per to
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With CG as a first attempt, we could tryt
compare two sounds by an euclidean distance D on h

spectra Rf(F1,F2) and TfLFv) (with pure peaks atF1

F2 and Fv). The best Fv frequency could be defim

as:

D(Fv*) = min D(Fv)
Fv

with any gap, between F1 and F2, the result is F10

F2. 80 by extrapolation on formants with smfl
bandwiths, we consider that this result is nv

correct.

Different hypothesis can be made. For instaM
with F'2 previous works /5/ have lead to th”
hypothesis for F'2 perception:

1) after one broad band integration 3 feaWn
extractor detects F'2 as a parameter for vow
identification.

- 2) F'2 is a by product of a classificatioy
process.

d' I'3) F'2 is a by product of a. similarity 0
issimilarity evaluation of the auditory system-

hypothigistm: paper we have °h°sen the a“
two sounds 51 e will use a distance measure betmv

The ba . and S2, so called afterwards D(S1,fl)
, 515 Parameters will be two spectra Rf and?

with N components on a mel scale.

CCMPLENENTARY TESTS

qualitOf course we measured the machine operawfi
y by the obtained values on F'2 and CG, butt

thonght that it was not ' ' tnOthers tests: . suffiCient. We used

one Tfif-fiPSt °°mplementaPy test is the follomm

boundap' lsteners were asked to determine fl
instancies between vowels pair. That is, h

v'(F~1 :2??? °',‘e V°Wel pair V(F1,F2,F3,F4) 8"

”1 by, formaStF 45), we ”new” intermediate sounds
S nter olat‘ tms

formants had the Values? J~0ns. Therefore

biF1 + (1_bi);:.1
. biFZ : (7-b.)F'2

... e c_
Whe -re bi is a value between 0 and 1.

"Then we d t _ 1

value whiCh . e ermined with the listeners the‘

two vowels vglves the maXimal ambiguity betweent"

and V" We compared the obtained vain”
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i with those given by the operators (for one pair

the machine boundary i is roughly determined by the

equality D(V,Ui)=D(Ui,V').

The second complenentary test is the following

checking: with two inputs spectra Rf(F1,F2) and

Tf(F1,Fv#; the best Fv frequency must be equal to F2

(if the amplitudes are the same). This condition

seems obvious but it is not necessarily verified

with dynamic programming based algorithms.

ALGORITHMS PRINCIPLES

A Critical Distance Dynamic Programming Algorithm

(CDP)

' The classic distance measures compare two

spectra ,component by component, at the same

frequency. If we draw a graph with Rf on the x axis

and Tf on the y axis, in this case the followed path

is the diagonal. Some people proposed that any kind

of paths should be possible /6-8/. They used dynamic

programming to get the best path. Each graph node

(with coordinates x,y) had a weight which was

computed by an elementary distance d(Rx,Ty). The

obtained results were not very satisfactory.

Following this idea, we propose here -that an

horizontal or vertical segment is the result of an

"integration" (Fig.1). The maximal lenght of such a

segment is 3.5 Barks, that is the maximal warping

allowed.

To get the best path we try to get a maximum

of an inter-spectrum correlation n which is

weighted by a distortion term. This term measures

the distance to the diagonal. n is a value tied to

each point (x,y) and is defined as:

n = Rx*Ty*( 1 — ((x-y)/alpha)2 )

We can see that the diatortion term:

(1-((x—y)/alpha) )
is maximum on the diagonal and becomes small when

Ix-yl tends towards alpha.

If we take pure peaks at frequencies F1, F2

and Fv, during a "machine experiment" of the center

of gravity, the best path comes through the

horizontal segment (F1,Fv) (F2,Fv) with

Fv=(F1R1+F2R )/(R +R ). Therefore Fv is the‘

mathematical center of gravity. From the best path

we can get Fv. Here we don't compute a real

distance.

A Critical Distance Transformation (CDT)

_The previous technique is an awfully time

consuming one. It is the result of a particular

interpretation of the human experiments from an

algorithmic point of view. Another interpretation

can be that the human results are the consequences

of a particular preprocessing. We applied it to a

spectral preprocessing we are going to describe.

Then -the distance to use becomes simple (for

instance euclidean type on the CDT preprocessed

spectra).

. u

Starting from a. spectrum Sf, we get the

transformed spectrum Sf from the formula:

* x+Cd ‘ 2

s f = max z! s: ( 1 - ((f-x)/alpha) ) (1)

with If-xI smaller than alpha.

The distance to use between two spectra Rf, Tf

N t *-

D(R,T) = I: ll Rf -Tf M
i=1

. If we take a spectrum Sf which consists of two

pure peaks at frequencies F1 and F2 with amplitudes

a1 and a2, we have (providing that F1 and F2 are not

too far and Fv belongs to some frequency range):

* ,

S f = a1(1—((F1-f)/alpha)2) + a2(1-((F2-f)/alpha)2)

*

S f is a parabola with a maximum at the frequency Fv

which is the mathematical center of gravity:

Fv = (a1F1+a2F2)/(a1+a2)

Of course one can find always the center of

gravity with more than two spectral peaks between F1

and F2. At last one can demonstrate that the

resulting distance .is almost linear, in some

particular cases, with the gap between spectral

peaks.

The maximum in the formula (1) does not seem

necessary, but without it we have a too broad

integration in our first experiments. Others

experiments are necessary.

RESULTS

The alpha and Cd parameters, of the previous

section, were tuned to get the best results.

Generally the tuning is very difficult because there

are sharp discontinuities when two formants are

integrated or not.

Moreover we made some modifications on the

previous formulas to improve the results, for

instance with the CDT algorithm:

- when we worked on real signals, the input

LPC spectra were too "soft" for this technique, we

had to add a formants enhancement procedure. 2

— The parabolic terms, like (1-((f-x)/alpha) )

, had to be slightly modified. We improved the

continuity of the curves and we introduced a slight

dissymmetry in the computation.

- We introduced also a slope term in _the

expression of the distance D.

The GOP algorithm was very difficult to tune.

We had to introduce sizable modifications (Moreover

the second complementary test is not verified).
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In Fig.2 one can find a LPC spectrum and a CDT
filtered spectrum of the same signal. 'We can see
that higher-spectral components are well integrated.

We use the results of a previous experiment ' With input FFT spectra, the results are similar.
which has been carried out essentially with' nine ' ’ '
swedish vowels (in Hz) /2/: '

Results with spectral peaks

‘ The correlation coefficient of CDT euclidean
distance with respect to human phonetic judgementv

F1 ‘ F2 F3 F4 F'2(human) are between O.87(test X) and 0.895(test ABX) for the
11 french vowels. This means that CDT has retained a

u 310 730 ,2250 3300 730 great deal of phonetic information.. By comparison
0 400 710 2460 3150 l: 720 the Itakura distance obtained, with this method, the
O 360 1690 2200 3390 1720 values O.88(test X), 0.91(test ABX). As an examplea '580 940 2480 3290 960. one can find on figure 3, the distance behavioury 255 1930 2420 3300 2010 between two vowels.
U 280 1630 2140 3310 1730
e 375 2060_ 2560 3400 2370 CONCLUSIONS
ae 605 1550 2450 3400 1960 '
i 255 2065 2960 3400 3210 This study is just a try to predict some

perceptual parameters (Center of Gravity and F'2) by, means of a measure of similarity. These methods canThe estimated F'2 by GDP and CDT (with peaks give us a precise estimation of these parametersas inputs) are as following (in Hz): Through this study, we can see that modelization of
perceptual phenomena can be conducted by differentIF 2(COP) Eabs . F'2(CDT) Eabs ways.

u 742 0.08V 740 0.06 The advantage of our methods is that a priorio 725 0.04 720 —0.01 knowledges about formants are not necessary. So they0 1830 . 0.4 1880 0.58 can'be applied to any spectra, even consonants. Thea 949 —0.07 950 —0.05 application of these.methods to speech recognitiony 2084 0.24 2200 ' 0.58 -is more delicate and is to be tested. The CDPU 1774 0.16 1800 0.24 algorithm does not seem well adapted for that.e 2216 ' —0.45 2340 '- —0.1O . ' . -ae 1938 . —0.07 1770 —O.66 . The phenomena of F'2 is very closely linkedi 3097 -O.24 2980 —0.50 with human phonetic judgement. A preprocessingE 0 19. ‘ (similar to CDT) which can not only retain but alsoEtr —0:45 ' 0.31 enhance F'2 parameter w111 be-certainly a better andm ' _ —0.66 robust preprocessing for speech recognition.
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Where Ea s is the absolute error in Bark.
E r is the total mean absolute error in Bark.Em is maximal error.
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Fig.2a. LPC spectrum of a /i/
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Fig.2b. CDT spectrum of the same /i/A path with "integration" y axis: dB, x axis: Mel scale
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Fig.1.

=0682fibx t=8366 2b¥ :=BEB2X s=8681 ab, r=a.8863fibx r=a.9838 x r=0.9159
X. r=8.9282 ‘ 1 l IVowel 1 /Q/ tone 9/

, - \! u-
:: r: :: :: NO- ' II.

11...: 2 NVVowel 2 / ¢/

TWO examples of distance behaviour (with a CDT

preprocessing).between a vowel pairs (V and V ).-A

comparison can be made with human phonetic

jUUQenents (cf /10/ for_details). Here we have two

vowel pairs /e/—/¢/ and /9/-/a/. t is an error

nUmber with respect to the perceptual boundary. r is

a correlation coefficient between distances and

Parceptual data. Abx and X are two kinds of

experiments. The zero crossing points are the

discrimination points of the distance D. The arrows

'are human perception boundary. On the x—axis the
numbers of the intermediate sounds Ui (from V on the

left to V' on the right). On the y-axis the value

D(Ui.v')—D(v,u1).
Fig.3.
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